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Abstract
The Stochastic Simulation in Java (SSJ) library provides a set of software tools 
supporting discrete-event simulation using the Java programming language. 
It  also supports continuous simulation, discrete event simulation with both 
event-oriented view and process-oriented views, quasi-Monte Carlo methods, 
and mixtures of these.  This article demonstrates use of SSJ from Jython and 
suggests situations where Jython may be a preferred method of using the SSJ 
library.
Introduction
In analyzing real-world systems, it is often useful to develop a mathematical 
model of the system in order to understand how parts of the system interact 
with each other and to examine alternate system configurations.  In many 
cases, the relationships are simple enough to use analytic methods such as 
calculus, probability theory, queuing theory or mathematical programming to 
determine exact answers to questions of interest.  However, there are cases 
where the system is too complex to evaluate analytically, so the model is best 
analyzed through simulation.[i]  The Stochastic Simulation in Java (SSJ) library 
is  a  set  of  Java  packages  whose  purpose  is  to  facilitate  simulation 
programming and analysis  while using the Java programming language.[ii] 
SSJ  is  also  accessible  through  Jython,  the  implementation  of  the  Python 
programming language on the Java Virtual Machine (JVM).[iii]  This allows for 
use of SSJ when using Jython as a scripting language along with other Java or 
Jython components.  Jython be used to connect an SSJ based simulation for 
database access for input and output, using simulation in conjunction with 
spreadsheets, creating a graphical user interface for a simulation application 
or as an interface with other analytical methods that require simulation to 
provide intermediate results.  
This  paper will  give a brief  introduction to simulation software.   Then the 
paper introduces the SSJ library with some scenarios that would prompt use of 
Jython as a scripting language.  The bulk of the paper will provide examples of 
using of Jython and SSJ in a variety of different simulations.
Categories of Simulation Software
While  historically simulations  were  first  developed  using  general  purpose 
languages such as C++ or FORTRAN, specialized simulation languages and 
simulators were developed for specific environments.  Simulation languages 
include  Simscript  or  Simula and  provide  standard  blocks  that  represent 
entities  in  the  simulation.   Additional  modules  allow  for  data  analysis  or 
animation of the output.  Examples of simulation packages include Arena and 
Extend. These often have graphical user interfaces where graphical modules 
represent entities and the model is  built  by creating a block diagram that 
represents entities and their connections.[iv]  While simulation languages and 
packages have  advantages in ease of use, it  can be difficult  to customize 
them to model systems unrelated from their targeted class of applications.
In contrast, using general purpose languages such as Java or Python allow for 
greater flexibility than simulation languages and packages.  Compilers and 
other tools are more readily available for practically any type of computer. 
Finally,  programs  run  much  faster  when  using  compiled  general  purpose 
languages compared to graphical based simulation packages.[v] This can be 
an  advantage for  optimization  problems  when  a  large  number  of 
configurations have to be examined or in cases when simulation results are 
needed  in  real-time  to  support  another  process.  However,  code  must  be 
written for each type of entity in the system, random variate generators need 
to be developed,  and a framework for  collecting and analyzing data built. 
Simulation  libraries  such  as  SSJ  provide  general  purpose  languages  these 
facilities allowing the analyst to focus on developing the model.  In addition, 
SSJ has an open source license.[vi]  Since it is freely distributable, simulations 
written  using  SSJ  can  be  delivered  to  client  locations  for  on-site  analysis 
without concern about licensing fees.[vii] 
Why use Jython to script simulations using the SSJ
Scripting languages such as Python provide the additional benefit of being 
generally easier to learn and to read.  Compared to systems programming 
languages such as Java, scripting languages have simpler syntax and do not 
require  syntactic  details  such  as  typing  and  declarations.   This  can  be 
particularly important in the case of an analyst whose primary job function is 
not programming as they have fewer programming language details to learn 
in order to start developing a simulation model.  This can be extended to a 
subject matter expert who is not a programmer at all, the simpler syntax of 
Python which omits many computer specific tasks can lead to Python code 
being transparent enough that a subject matter expert can validate the code 
used to  model  the  system itself,  without  getting lost  in  code details  that 
systems programming languages require. 
John Ousterhout in his paper “Scripting:  Higher Level Programming for the 
21st Century” lists a number of reasons that one may use a scripting language 
such as Jython in an application.[viii]  Many of these obviously apply to a use 
of Jython with a simulation language written in Java such as SSJ.  Among them 
are:
1. Is the application's main task to connect together pre-existing 
components?
2. Does the application include a graphical user interface?
3. Will the application's functions evolve rapidly over time?
4. Does the application need to be extensible?
The Jython website (http://www.jython.org) also discusses two other reasons 
for using Jython with Java.  First is interactive experimentation.  A Jython script 
can be used from the Jython interpreter and after the simulation, an analyst 
can interactively explore the results by inspecting the simulation objects or 
graphing observations stored in statistical collectors.  This can be especially 
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helpful when it is not obvious which are the key variables in the study.  The 
second  reason  provided  by  the  Jython  developers  is  rapid  application 
development.  They find that Jython programs are typically 2-10X shorter than 
the equivalent Java program.[ix]  Jython can be used for initial design and 
simulation using the SSJ library, then portions rewritten in Java if required. 
Simulation Basics
The primary purpose of SSJ is to support stochastic simulations.  In particular, 
simulation models that are discrete, dynamic, and stochastic.  Such discrete 
event simulations represent a system using variables that change instantly at 
separate points in time.  Tracking the points in time where these changes 
occur  is  done  by  the  use  of  a  simulation  clock,  which  keeps  a  list  of  all 
upcoming events and the time they would occur.  When the simulation clock 
is advanced to the most imminent (next) event.  At this time the state of the 
system is updated by updating the value of state variables and any future 
events that are generated or effected by the changes are determined and 
added to the simulation event list.  
A  system  in  a  simulation  is  a  defined  collection  of  entities  and  their 
interactions.   Entities  are  characterized  by  data  values  called  attributes, 
which collectively define the state of the system.  
Given a system, a discrete-event system simulation library is required to track 
a number of details including the current state of the system, the simulation 
clock, an event list of upcoming scheduled events, handle events and update 
the state of the system, statistics on system performance, and provide output 
in the form of charts and tables.  In addition, a simulation library should allow 
for another program to run the simulation, provide parameters, and use the 
simulation results in further analysis.[x]
The SSJ packages provide support for these tasks through its included classes. 
The remainder of this article will use Jython and SSJ to develop an example 
discrete-event  simulation  using  both  the  event-view and  the  process-view 
types of simulation.  Then, the article will  explore the use of SSJ for other 
types of simulations. Finally, it will explore some facilities in SSJ for output and 
input analysis and charting. 
Getting started with SSJ
SSJ is distributed as a set of Java archive (jar) files in a zip archive.  This zip 
archive  can  be  downloaded  from  the  SSJ  website, 
http://www.iro.umontreal.ca/~simardr/ssj/indexe.html.  When  SSJ  is 
downloaded and  the  archive  is  extracted,  the  SSJ  jar  files  reside  in  the 
ssj/lib directory.   The  ssj/doc directory  includes  HTML  documentation 
extracted from javadoc files as well as user's guides in PDF format for each of 
SSJ's packages, which will be discussed later.  The examples directory has a 
number of examples of various types of simulations using Java as well as an 
overall SSJ User's Guide (examples.pdf) that describes basic use of SSJ and 
explanations  of  the  examples  in  the  ssj/examples directory.   The  Java 
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programs in  the  examples  directory  provide  examples  on  the  use  of  SSJ, 
however Jython versions may have significant differences due to differences 
in how classes are implemented in Java and Jython.
SSJ is divided into packages, each loaded through by a separate import from 
the umontreal.iro.lecuyer domain.  To use SSJ, a program must first ensure 
that the jar files in the ssj/lib directory are in the path.  This can be done 
by using sys.add.append() to add the ssj.jar and other required jar files 
at the start of the Jython code.[xi]    This article will examine a small number 
of packages that are at the core of writing simulations and recommends that 
interested  readers  look  at  the  SSJ  documentation  for  details  on  other 
packages that may be needed for their specific needs.
The  simevents package  contains  the  classes  at  the  heart  of  SSJ.   The 
simulation clock and the event list are accessed through the Simulator class, 
which also starts, ends and initializes the simulation as required.  Within the 
EventList class, several options are provided for the data structure used to 
maintain  the  EventList.   While  the  default  is  a  splay  tree,  other  data 
structures  could  be  used  and  the  simevents package  documentation 
discusses  the  efficiency  implications  of  each.  If  a  process-view  style 
simulation is used, classes that enable this are found in the simproc package. 
To  generate  random  values  needed  for  a  simulation,  a  uniform  random 
number generator must be chosen and used to generate the random variate. 
Uniform  random  number  generators  are  found  in  the  rng package.[xii] 
Several discrete and continuous distributions that could be chosen to model 
various entities in the simulation are in the  probdist package. The random 
variate is then generated using methods found in the randvar package.
At the conclusion of the simulation, reports can be generated using the stat 
package.  This includes the subclasses of the StatProbe class, such as Tally, 
TallyStore and  Accumulate.  These classes update statistics and compute 
confidence intervals on a given set of observations made over the course of 
the simulation.
The util package includes utility functions that include numerical constants, 
functions to enable output and report writing, JDBC interfaces, functions that 
record CPU time used in a simulation, operations on vectors and matrices and 
functions used in working with arbitrary functions. 
The gof package can be used along with the probdist package to examine 
data from observations and determine if  they are consistent with samples 
from  a  candidate  probability  distribution.   This  can  be  useful  when 
determining a probability distribution to model an entity in the system.
Other  packages  address  multi-dimensional  probability  distributions,  highly 
uniform point sets and sequences, working with arbitrary functions, charting, 
and implementing various stochastic processes.[xiii]
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Getting started with Jython
Jython is available from http://www.jython.org.  It is currently at version 2.2.1, 
intended to correspond to the CPython version 2.2.1.  At the time of writing 
(January 2009) a beta version of Jython 2.5 has been released, with a final 
release of Jython 2.5 expected soon.[xiv]
Jython is distributed as an executable  jar file installer.  It is installed by a 
opening on the installer jar file in a file explorer, or by running Java using the 
-jar option.[xv]
java -jar jython_installer-2.2.1.jar
There are two options for installing Jython.  The first is a basic install that 
installs Jython into a directory in the file system.  The other option is a 
standalone install, where the Python /Lib directories are included in the 
Jython jar file.  The standalone Jython jar file can be located anywhere and 
used as long is it is in the Java classpath.    One benefit of standalone 
installations is that a Jython program can be distributed as a set of jar files; 
including the Jython jar, SSJ jar files and any application files; and it will 
work on any system with a Java runtime even if Jython is not installed on the 
system.
A Jython script can then be run by calling Jython with the script as the input
java -jar jython.jar simulation.py
More details can be found at the Jython installation page, 
http://www.jython.org/Project/installation.html. 
To import a Java class, first the jar must be added to the path, then the Java 
package must be imported.  Then the Java class can be used just like any 
Python class.  As an example, the SSJ examples documentation includes a 
queuing simulation in Java, QueueEv.java.[xvi]  An extract of the code 
follows:
QueueEv.java (extract)
import umontreal.iro.lecuyer.simevents.Sim;
import umontreal.iro.lecuyer.simevents.Event;
import umontreal.iro.lecuyer.simevents.Accumulate;
import umontreal.iro.lecuyer.rng.MRG32k3a;
import umontreal.iro.lecuyer.probdist.ExponentialDist;
import umontreal.iro.lecuyer.randvar.RandomVariateGen;
import umontreal.iro.lecuyer.stat.Tally;
import java.util.LinkedList;
public class QueueEv {
   RandomVariateGen genArr;
   RandomVariateGen genServ;
   LinkedList<Customer> waitList = new LinkedList<Customer> ();
   LinkedList<Customer> servList = new LinkedList<Customer> ();
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   Tally custWaits = new Tally ("Waiting times");
   Accumulate totWait = new Accumulate ("Size of queue");
   class Customer { double arrivTime, servTime; } 
   public QueueEv (double lambda, double mu) {
      genArr = new RandomVariateGen (
new MRG32k3a(), new ExponentialDist(lambda));
      genServ = new RandomVariateGen (
new MRG32k3a(), new ExponentialDist (mu));
   }
   public void simulateOneRun (double timeHorizon) {
      Sim.init();
      new EndOfSim().schedule (timeHorizon);
      new Arrival().schedule (genArr.nextDouble());
      Sim.start();
   }
The equivalent in Jython is here:
QueueEv.py (extract)
import sys
sys.path.append("/pathto/ssj/lib/ssj.jar")
sys.path.append("/pathto/ssj/lib/colt.jar")
from umontreal.iro.lecuyer.simevents import Sim,Event,Accumulate
from umontreal.iro.lecuyer.rng import MRG32k3a
from umontreal.iro.lecuyer.probdist import ExponentialDist
from umontreal.iro.lecuyer.randvar import RandomVariateGen
from umontreal.iro.lecuyer.stat import Tally
custWaits = Tally("Waiting times")
custDwell = Tally("Dwell times")
totWait = Accumulate("Size of queue")
servList = []
waitList = []
class Customer(object):
   def __init__(self):
       self.arrivTime = 0
       self.servTime = 0
class QueueEv(object):
   def __init__(self, llambda, mu):
       self.llambda = llambda
       self.mu = mu
   def simulateOneRun(self, timeHorizon):
       Sim.init()
       self.EndOfSim().schedule(timeHorizon)
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       arrive = Arrival()
       arrive.setlambda(self.llambda)
       arrive.setmu(self.mu)
       arrive.nextarrival()
       Sim.start()
Both the Java and Jython programs begin by importing libraries.  In the Java 
version, the SSJ jar files have been added to the Classpath while the Jython 
version makes the SSJ jar imports explicit.  “Global” variables were added as 
public variables in the QueueEv class in Java and as module level variables in 
Jython.  The difference in form is due to language differences.  As a systems 
programming language, Java includes many details for the compiler that a 
scripting language does not.  So what where QueueEv.java declares 
LinkedList<Customer> waitList = new LinkedList<Customer> ();
LinkedList<Customer> servList = new LinkedList<Customer> ();
Tally custWaits = new Tally ("Waiting times");
Accumulate totWait = new Accumulate ("Size of queue");
QueueEv.py declares
custWaits = Tally("Waiting times")
totWait = Accumulate("Size of queue")
servList = []
waitList = []
The simpler syntax in Jython makes it easier for a non-programmer to 
recognize that these are statistical collectors without being concerned with 
details that are only relevant to a programmer, and also easier for a non-
programmer subject matter expert to create a class corresponding to a model 
entity.
The calls to actual SSJ methods in QueueEv.simulateOneRun() are virtually 
identical between Java and Jython.  For example, QueueEv.EndOfSim() is 
called as an object within QueueEv in both the Java and Jython versions with 
minor differences due to the language (the need for Java to declare new for 
the EndOfSim(), and for Jython to make the reference to self).
Types of simulations
SSJ  supports  a  number  of  different  types  of  simulations.   It  is  primarily 
developed to support discrete-event simulations and supports both the Event-
oriented view and the Process-oriented view of discrete-event simulation.  In 
addition, SSJ can support continuous simulations and Monte-Carlo simulation.
Event-oriented view
The QueueEv.py example reproduces the event-view queuing simulation from 
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the SSJ documentation.  The model is a single-server queue that uses a first-in 
first-out (FIFO) service policy.  The time between successive arrivals is random 
and exponentially distributed with mean 1/λ.  The time required by the server 
to process an arrival is also exponentially distributed with mean 1/µ.  This is a 
classic M/M/1 queue, and queuing theory has simple results that can compute 
the average wait time, average number in the queue, average waiting time, 
etc. over an infinite time horizon.  These results can also be obtained through 
simulation using SSJ.[xvii]  This is done by running
java -jar jython.jar QueueEv.py
QueueEv.py
# [1] Import statements
import sys
sys.path.append("/pathto/ssj/lib/ssj.jar")
sys.path.append("/pathto/ssj/lib/colt.jar")
from umontreal.iro.lecuyer.simevents import Sim,Event,Accumulate
from umontreal.iro.lecuyer.rng import MRG32k3a
from umontreal.iro.lecuyer.probdist import ExponentialDist
from umontreal.iro.lecuyer.randvar import RandomVariateGen
from umontreal.iro.lecuyer.stat import TallyStore
# [2] Module variables
custWaits = TallyStore("Waiting times")
custDwell = TallyStore("Dwell times")
totWait = Accumulate("Size of queue")
servList = []
waitList = []
# [3] Entity classes
class Customer(object):
   """ Customer represents entities arriving in the system
   The following attributes must be set by the calling functions
        Customer.arriveTime
        Customer.servTime
   """
   def __init__(self):
       self.arrivTime = 0
       self.servTime = 0
class Arrival(Event):
   """Arrival manages the arrival and service process of 
   the queue.  The following methods should be called after the 
   Arrival object is created
       Arrival.setlambda(llambda)
       Arrival.setmu(mu)
   Where llambda is the average interarrival time and mu is 
   the average processing time.
   """
   def setlambda(self, llambda):
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       self.genArr = RandomVariateGen(MRG32k3a(),
                                      ExponentialDist(llambda))
   def nextarrival(self):
       self.schedule(self.genArr.nextDouble())
   def setmu(self, mu):
       self.genServ = RandomVariateGen(MRG32k3a(),
                                       ExponentialDist(mu))
   def actions(self):
       self.schedule(self.genArr.nextDouble()) # Next arrival.
       cust = Customer()  # Cust just arrived.
       cust.arrivTime = Sim.time()
       cust.servTime = self.genServ.nextDouble()
       if len(servList) > 0:
           # Must join the queue.
           waitList.append(cust)
           totWait.update(len(waitList))
       else:
           # Starts service.
           custWaits.add(0.0)
           servList.append(cust)
           Departure().schedule(cust.servTime)
class Departure(Event):
    def actions(self):
        servList.pop(0)
        if len(waitList) > 0:
            # Starts service for next one in queue.
            cust = waitList.pop(0)
            totWait.update(len(waitList))
            custWaits.add(Sim.time() - cust.arrivTime)
            servList.append(cust)
            Departure().schedule(cust.servTime)
# [4] Simulation class
class QueueEv(object):
   """QueueEv(llambda, mu)
   llambda = average interarrival time
   mu = average processing time
   
   After QueueEv is instantiated, the calling function must call
   
   QueueEv.simulateOneRun(timeHorizon)
   QueueEv.collectstats()
   where timeHorizon is the length of the simulation.  
   """
   def __init__(self, llambda, mu):
       self.llambda = llambda
       self.mu = mu
   def simulateOneRun(self, timeHorizon):
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       Sim.init()
       self.EndOfSim().schedule(timeHorizon)
       arrive = Arrival()
       arrive.setlambda(self.llambda)
       arrive.setmu(self.mu)
       arrive.nextarrival()
       Sim.start()
   def collectstats(self):
       self.custWaits = custWaits
       self.totWait = totWait
   class EndOfSim(Event):
        def actions(self):
            Sim.stop()
# [5] Main program
if __name__ == "__main__":
    queue = QueueEv (1.0, 2.0)
    queue.simulateOneRun (70.0)
    queue.collectstats()
    print queue.custWaits.reportAndCIStudent(.95)
    print queue.totWait.report()
Looking at this from the beginning.
[1] Import statements.   The first two lines ensure the SSJ library .jar files are 
scanned for the SSJ packages.  Next, elements of the SSJ library are imported 
to include library routines to manage the simulation clock, provide random 
variates for aspects of the model, and collect data and calculate statistics. 
The  MRG32k3a class  in  the  rng package  is  a  combined  multiple  recursive 
generator (CMRG) for generating random variates and is described in the rng 
package user's guide.
[2] Module variables.  The next lines are module variables that include the 
state variables that define the state of the system as well as data collectors 
for the simulations.
[3]  Entity  classes.   Classes  are  defined  for  each  type  of  entity  in  the 
simulation.  The two entities in this simulation are the customers (described in 
the  Customer class and generated by the  Arrival class),  and the servers 
(described in the Departure class).  Note that Arrival and Departure inherit 
from the Event class defined by SSJ in simevents.  
[4] Simulation class.  QueueEv is the base class for the simulation.  In the 
QueueEv.__init__() method,  simulation  parameters  are  passed  into  the 
simulation from the main program.  The simulateOneRun() method initializes 
the simulation using Sim.init(), then initializes the simulation event list by 
scheduling the EndOfSim() event as well as the first arrival, then begins the 
simulation itself through Sim.start().  The collectstats() method takes the 
collected  statistics  and  makes  them  part  of  the  queue object  for  use  in 
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reporting and analysis.
[5]  Main program.  The first line initializes the simulation including defining 
key parameters (in this case the arrival rate and processing rate).  Next the 
the simulation is run.  Then the module variables that were being used to 
collect data report statistics on the data collected during the simulation.  As 
the collected statistics are class attributes, the simulation could also return 
these statistics to a larger program, with the simulation output serving as 
input for a larger analysis.
The simulation output consists of statistics collected by the  Tally and the 
Accumulate classes.
Output from QueueEv.py
REPORT on Tally stat. collector ==> Waiting times
   num. obs.     min         max       average    standard dev.
     9962       0.000       6.262       0.509       0.871
  95.0% confidence interval for mean (student): ( 0.492, 0.526 )
REPORT on Accumulate stat. collector ==> Size of queue
      from time   to time       min         max         average
        0.00     10000.00      0.000      10.000         0.507
Both  the  Tally and  Accumulate collectors  provide  the  number  of 
observations (or equivalent), the minimum, maximum and average value of 
the variable they observe.  The Tally also can compute standard deviation 
and confidence intervals of their observations.  Each of these statistics can 
also  be  extracted  using  getter  methods  of  their  respective  classes  as 
described in the  stats package user's guide for use in further analysis or 
reporting.
Process-oriented view
Another paradigm of simulations is the process-oriented view.  The process-
oriented view focuses on the processes of entities in the system rather than 
the event list.  Each process is an object whose behavior in time is described 
in the  actions() method of the object.    When an object is active, it can 
create  or  schedule  other  processes,  kill  suspended  processes  or  suspend 
itself.  
An  example  of  a  process  oriented  version  of  the  queueing  model  is 
QueueProc.py.  
QueueProc.py
#[1] Import statements
import sys
sys.path.append("/pathto/ssj/lib/ssj.jar")
sys.path.append("/pathto/ssj/lib/colt.jar")
from umontreal.iro.lecuyer.simevents import Sim,Event,Accumulate
from umontreal.iro.lecuyer.simprocs import SimProcess, Resource
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from umontreal.iro.lecuyer.rng import MRG32k3a
from umontreal.iro.lecuyer.probdist import ExponentialDist
from umontreal.iro.lecuyer.randvar import RandomVariateGen
#[2] Module variables
server = Resource(1, "Server")
#[3] Entity classes
class Customer(SimProcess):
   """After Customer is instantiated, call
   
   Customer.setlambda(llambda)
   Customer.setmu(mu)
   
   where
       llambda = average interarrival time
       mu = average processing time.
   
   To start simulation, call Customer.nextArrival()
   """
   def setlambda(self, llambda):
       self.llambda = llambda
       self.genArr = RandomVariateGen(MRG32k3a(),
                                      ExponentialDist(llambda))
   def setmu(self, mu):
       self.mu = mu
       self.genServ = RandomVariateGen(MRG32k3a(),
                                       ExponentialDist(mu))
   def actions(self):
       cust = Customer()
       cust.setlambda(self.llambda)
       cust.setmu(self.mu)
       cust.schedule(self.genArr.nextDouble())
       server.request(1)
       self.delay(self.genServ.nextDouble())
       server.release(1)
   def nextarrival(self):
       self.schedule(self.genArr.nextDouble())
# [4] Simulation class
class QueueProc(object):
   """QueueProc(llambda, mu)
   where
       llambda = average interarrival time
       mu = average processing time
   After QueueProc is instantiated, call
   QueueProc.simulateOneRun(timeHorizon)
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   to run the simulation.
   """
   def __init__(self, llambda, mu):
       self.llambda = llambda
       self.mu = mu
   def simulateOneRun(self, timeHorizon):
       SimProcess()
       server.setStatCollecting(True)
       self.EndOfSim().schedule(timeHorizon)
       customer = Customer()
       customer.setlambda(self.llambda)
       customer.setmu(self.mu)
       customer.nextarrival()
       Sim.start()
   class EndOfSim(Event):
        def actions(self):
            Sim.stop()
#[5] Main program and reports
if __name__ == "__main__":
   queue = QueueProc(1.0, 2.0)
   queue.simulateOneRun(1000.0)
   print server.report()
The Process-oriented view is in many ways more intuitive then the Event-
oriented  view.   This  shows  up  in  the  differences  with  the  Event-oriented 
simulation code earlier.  Some key differences between  QueueProc.py and 
QueueEv.py are detailed next.
[1]  Import  statements  include  the  simprocs package  which  includes  the 
Resource class as well as other classes that support the Process-orientation 
view. 
[2] The server is modeled as a Resource object.
[3] The  Customer  is modeled as an entity that includes code for the next 
arrival.  In addition, each Customer entity is able to claim use of the server 
over the period determined by the random variate generator.
[4] The main program is essentially unchanged.  The key difference is the 
Server class, it is able to collect and report its own statistics, as opposed to 
the main simulation program doing this.
[5]  In the reporting section, the server object collects and reports statistics 
without the need of additional statistical collectors.
REPORT ON RESOURCE : Server
   From time :    0.00   to time :    1000.00
                min      max    average  standard dev.  nb. obs.
   Capacity       1        1     1.000
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   Utilization    0        1     0.458
   Queue Size     0       11     0.390
   Wait       0.000    4.200     0.400      0.717        973
   Service   9.0E-4    3.884     0.471      0.486        972
   Sojourn   9.0E-4    5.326     0.871      0.861        972
The output is focused on statistics as viewed by the  Server including the 
queue.  While the model and output may be more intuitive, the developers of 
SSJ note that the process-oriented view is more resource intensive.  The issue 
is the need to handle a separate thread for each process.[xviii]  Currently, the 
developers of SSJ have implemented a  ThreadProcessSimulator class that 
uses  Java  threads,  and  the  DSOLProcessSimulator class  from  the  D-SOL 
Simulation  Suite  was  contributed  as  an  alternative  process  threads 
implementation.[xix]   But  both  methods  are  inefficient  compared  to  the 
event-oriented methods, limiting the use of process-view methods in SSJ to 
small  systems  as  the  developers  research  other  techniques  for  modeling 
using the process view.
Continuous simulations
Another category of simulations are continuous simulations,  While discrete-
event simulations model the interaction between entities as a series of events 
causing a change in system state, in continuous simulation, the state of the 
system is constantly changing over time.  Instead of an Event list, difference 
equations are used to determine the change in state from one time period to 
another.  In addition, the time step that will be used in the model becomes 
important, as large time steps provide less fidelity to the model, but having 
time steps that are too small require more system resources.
The  predator-prey  model  describes  an  environment  with  two  species, 
predators and prey.[xx]  The prey are passive, but the predators depend on 
the prey for their source of food.  In the case where there is ample food for 
the prey, the interaction between the two populations can be described as
Equation 1: Prey 
population model
and 
Equation 2: Predator 
population model
where  x(t) and  y(t) are  the  population  of  the  prey  and  predator  species 
respectively  at  time  t.   r is  the natural  rate of  growth of  prey population 
(natural birth rate – natural death rate).  In the absence of prey, the predator 
dx
dt
=rx t −ax t y t
dy
dt
=−sy t bx t  y t 
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species declines at rate  s.  a and  b are positive constants relating the two 
populations. 
PredPrey.py
# [1] Import statements
import sys
sys.path.append("/pathto/ssj/lib/ssj.jar")
from umontreal.iro.lecuyer.simevents import Event,Sim,Continuous
# [2] Entity classes
class Preys(Continuous):
   """ Preys models the equation
       dx/dt = r x(t) - a x(t) y(t)
       
       Prior to starting simulation, call
       
       Preys.setparams(r, c)
       Preys.derivative(t)
   """
   def setparams(self, r, c):
       self.r = r
       self.c = c
   def derivative(self, t):
       return (self.r * self.value() -
               self.c * self.value() * y.value())
class Preds(Continuous):
   """ Preds models the equation
       dy/dt = -s y(t) + d x(t)y(t)
       
       Before the simulation is started, call
       
       Preds.setparams(s, d)
       Preds.derivative(t)
   """
   def setparams(self, s, d):
       self.s = s
       self.d = d
   def derivative(self, t):
       return (-self.s * self.value() +
                self.d * x.value() * self.value())
# [3] Simulation class and utility classes
class PreyPred(object):
   """ Initializes all parameters and runs the simulation"""
   def __init__(self, r, s, c, d, x0, y0, timehorizon):
       self.r = r
       self.s = s
       self.c = c
       self.d = d
       self.x0 = x0
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       self.y0 = y0
       self.horizon = timehorizon
       Sim.init()
       EndOfSim().schedule(self.horizon)
       pp = PrintPoint()
       pp.schedule(h)
       # RungeKutta4 is the integration method
       Continuous.selectRungeKutta4(h)
       x.setparams(self.r, self.c)
       y.setparams(self.s, self.d)
       x.startInteg(self.x0)
       y.startInteg(self.y0)
       Sim.start()
class EndOfSim(Event):
   def actions(self):
       Sim.stop()
class PrintPoint(Event):
   """ Reports value of each entity at each time step """
   def actions(self):
       print "%s %s %s" % (Sim.time(), x.value(), y.value())
       self.schedule(h)
# [4] Module variables
x = Preys()
y = Preds()
h = 5
# [5] Main program
if __name__ == "__main__":
   r = 0.005
   s = 0.01
   a = 0.00001
   b = 0.000005
   x0 = 2000.0
   y0 = 150.0
   horizon = 501.0
   PreyPred(r, s, a, b, x0, y0, horizon)
When the output is copied to a spreadsheet and charted, the result is this 
(Illustration 1):
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[1]  There is only one import, the simevents package, as there are no random 
numbers required and no statistical reporting performed by the SSJ libraries. 
The  Continuous class  in  simevents is  added  to  support  continuous 
simulation.
[2]  The two entity classes inherit from the Continuous class.  Therefore, they 
have  to  implement  the  derivative(self, t) method  which  returns  the 
derivative of the entity value with respect to time.  As the difference equation 
for  both  Preys and  Predator require  a  number  of  parameters,  the 
setparams() function  was  added to  pass  these  parameters  to  the  object 
before the derivative(self, t) function was called.  The requirements for 
objects that inherit from Continuous are found in the simevents user guide 
in the SSJ documentation.
[3]  The main simulation class performs the following tasks:
1. Assigns values to parameters as provided by the main program.
2. Schedules the end of the simulation.
3. Reports the current state of the system using the PrintPoint class.
4. Advance system clock.
5. Update the state of the system (prey and predator population).
[4]   The  module  variables  include  the  two  entity  objects  as  well  as  the 
variable for the time increment.
[5]  The main program specifies the parameters for the module and passes 
them to the simulation.
Of note here is the system clock.  While in the discrete-event simulations the 
clock advanced to the next event, here records are made every h time units. 
This  is  done using the  selectRungeKutta4(h) function,  which  updates  all 
Illustration 1: Output plot from PredPrey.py
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entities that inherited from Continuous every h time steps.  In addition, the 
PrintPoint() event is set up to record the state of the system at time  h 
during  PreyPred.__init__() and  every  h time  units  after  in 
PrintPoint.actions().  The output can then be copied and pasted into a 
charting program such as a spreadsheet for further analysis.
Monte-Carlo simulation
SSJ  also  enables  Monte-Carlo  simulation.   Monte  Carlo  methods  provide 
approximate  solutions  to  mathematical  models  by  performing  statistical 
sampling experiments on a computer.   It can be applied to models where 
each  sample  is  not  effected  by  previous  samples.  This  is  in  contrast  to 
discrete  event  simulation or  continuous  simulation  where the  results  from 
earlier in the simulation can effect successive samples within a simulation 
experiment. 
The following example is based on the newsvendor problem.  The remainder 
of  this  section will  illustrate  use  of  the  simulation  tool  using  the  classic 
example  of  the  newsvendor  problem  described  in Banks  et.  al.[xxi]  A 
newsvendor buys papers for 33 cents each and sells for 50 cents. Newspapers 
not sold are sold as scrap (recycled) for 5 cents. Newspapers are purchased 
by  the  paper  seller  in  bundles  of  10.  Demand  for  newspapers  can  be 
categorized as “good,” “fair,” or “poor” with probability 0.35, 0.45 and 0.20 
respectively, with each day’s demand being independent of prior days. The 
problem for the newsvendor is to determine the optimal number of papers to 
purchase when the day’s demand is not yet known.
The daily profit equation for the newsvendor is:
Equation 3: Profit model for Newsvendor.py
To determine the optimal number of papers to purchase, the model will be 
used to determine the probability distribution of profit for various quantities of 
newspapers  purchased,  and  using  the  results  to  determine  the  optimal 
quantity for the newsvendor to purchase at the beginning of the day.
Newsvendor.py
# Newsvendor problem from Banks et. al
# [1] Import statements
import sys, os
import java.io
sys.path.append("/pathto/ssj/lib/ssj.jar")
sys.path.append("/pathto/ssj/lib/colt.jar")
sys.path.append("/pathto/ssj/lib/jcommon-1.0.13.jar")
sys.path.append("/pathto/ssj/lib/jfreechart-1.0.10.jar")
from umontreal.iro.lecuyer.rng import MRG32k3a
from umontreal.iro.lecuyer.probdist import UniformDist 
from umontreal.iro.lecuyer.probdist import DiscreteDistribution
from umontreal.iro.lecuyer.randvar import RandomVariateGen
Profit=Sale revenue −Cost Scrap value 
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from umontreal.iro.lecuyer.stat import TallyStore
from umontreal.iro.lecuyer.charts import HistogramChart
# [2] Simulation class
class Newsvendor(object):
   def __init__(self, daytype, demand, salevalue,
                costvalue, lostvalue, salvagevalue):
       self.daytype = daytype
       self.demand = demand
       self.sale = salevalue
       self.cost = costvalue
       self.lost = lostvalue
       self.salvage = salvagevalue
       self.streamDaytype = RandomVariateGen(MRG32k3a(),
                                             UniformDist(0, 1))
       self.streamDemand  = RandomVariateGen(MRG32k3a(),
                                             UniformDist(0,1))
       self.statProfit = TallyStore("stats on profit")
       self.statProfit.init()
   def determineDaytype(self):
       """Determine the type of day given output from a random
stream."""
       randomdaytype = self.streamDaytype.nextDouble()
       if randomdaytype < self.daytype[0]:
           typeofday =0  # newsday is Good
       elif randomdaytype < self.daytype[1]:
           typeofday = 1 # newsday is Fair
       else:
           typeofday = 2 # newsday is Poor
       return typeofday
   def determineDemand(self, typeofday):
       """Determine demand given the type of day and output from
a random stream.""" 
       randomdemand = self.streamDemand.nextDouble()
       i = 0
       dailydemand = 0
       while self.demand[typeofday][i] < randomdemand:
           i += 1
       dailydemand = 10 * (i + 4)
       return dailydemand
   def determineProfit(self, purchased, demand):
       revenue = min(demand, purchased) * self.sale
       cost = purchased * self.cost
       salvage = max(0, purchased - demand) * self.salvage
       lostcost = max(0, demand - purchased) * self.lost
       profit = revenue - cost + salvage - lostcost
       return profit
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   def simulateOneRun(self, purchased):
       """Simulates the system for 1 day, and returns profit 
for the day"""
       typeofday = self.determineDaytype()
       dailydemand = self.determineDemand(typeofday)
       profit = self.determineProfit(purchased, dailydemand)
       return profit
   def simulateRuns(self, m, supply):
       """Performs m samples of the simulation with a given
number of papers purchased, and records the result."""
       for i in range(0, m):
           self.statProfit.add(self.simulateOneRun(supply))
# [3] Main program and reporting
if __name__ == "__main__":
    m = 50     # number of samples
    lower = 50 # lower limit on newspapers to purchase
    upper = 90 # upper limit on newspapers to purchase
    step = 10  # batches for purchasing newspapers
    salevalue = .5
    costvalue = .33
    lostvalue = 0.17
    salvagevalue = 0.05
    supply = lower
    daytype = [0.35, 0,80, 1.0]
    demand = [[0.03, 0.08, 0.23, 0.43, 0.78, 0.93, 1.00 ],
              [0.1, 0.28, 0.68, 0.88, 0.96, 1.0, 1.0],
              [0.44, 0.66, 0.82, 0.94, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0]]
    for supply in range(lower, upper + step, step):
         day = Newsvendor(daytype, demand, salevalue,
                          costvalue, lostvalue, salvagevalue)
         day.simulateRuns(m, supply)
         day.statProfit.setConfidenceIntervalStudent()
         print "Order = ", str(supply)
         print day.statProfit.report(0.95, 3)
The import statements in [1] are similar to the import statements used in the 
discrete  event  simulation,  with  packages  allowing  for  managing  the 
simulation, generating random variates and recording statistics.
The  main  simulation  class,  Newsvendor  [2],  directly  models  the  demand 
function in two parts.  The  Newsvendor__init__() method sets parameters 
given by the main function and sets up statistical collectors as before.  For 
each sample (one day of newspaper sales), the  simulateOneRun() function 
uses  the   determineDaytype(),  determineDemand(),  and 
determineProfit() to determine each day's demands and resulting profits. 
The simulateRuns() method manages the overall process by creating a large 
number of samples.
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The main program [3] is used to pass to the simulation required parameters. 
In this case, it also provides the probability distributions daytype and demand 
that are used within the simulation.  The result of this program is a report 
from the  TallyStore statistical  collector that includes the 95% confidence 
interval for the daily profit for a given number of newspapers purchased.
Output from Newsvendor.py
Order = 50
REPORT on Tally stat. collector ==> stats on profit
    num. obs.     min         max       average    standard dev.
        50       0.000       8.500       4.900       2.302
  95.0% confidence interval for mean (student): (4.246, 5.554 )
As the program runs the experiment using daily orders of 50, 60, 70, 80 and 
90, a separate report is generated for each experiment.
Output analysis
The output of the simulation can be used for two things.  First, it is used to 
determine if the simulation has been run long enough to provide the desired 
precision in output.  If not, the statistics in the output can be used to design a 
proper  simulation  that  will  do  so.   Second,  it  provides  the  approximate 
solution to the model that can be used for further work.
To  determine  the  number  of  simulations  required,  first  the  analyst  must 
determine what is the variable of interest, then the precision required.[xxii] 
The sample size,  R,  must be great enough that the simulation satisfies the 
following equation.
P ∣−∣1−
Where θ is the value of the variable of interest, ε is the allowed error and 1-α 
represents the probability that the estimated value is within the allowed error. 
In  the case where an initial  run has been made of  size  R0 with an initial 
variance of S02, the following formula can be used to determine the required 
sample size.
R z /2S 0 
2
Using the newsvendor example where 50 newspapers are purchased, R0 is 50, 
S0 is 2.302.  If the desired error is 0.1 with a probability of 95%, R should be 
the smallest integer that satisfies the following equation.
R 1.96∗2.3020.1 
2
=2035.7
Running the newsvendor simulation with 2036 samples for each experiment, 
the output is
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Order = 50
REPORT on Tally stat. collector ==> stats on profit
    num. obs.     min         max       average    standard dev.
      2036       0.000       8.500       5.179       2.114
  95.0% confidence interval for mean (student): ( 5.087, 5.271 )
The 95% confidence interval now indicates that there is a 95% probability the 
true average is within 0.1 of the approximation.  The analyst can review the 
results  of  the  simulation  experiments  for  each  of  the  candidate  order 
quantities and consider if this level of accuracy is sufficient for the analyst's 
purpose, or if a new value of  ε should be used and the simulation run over 
more observations.
Charting
SSJ has charting capability derived from 
the JFreeChart library.[xxiii]  The charts 
package  user's  guide  includes  a 
description of  a variety of  chart  types, 
including  XY  charts,  line  charts,  bar 
charts,  histograms,  scatter  plots,  box-
and-whisker  plots,  density  and 
cumulative probability plots.  It provides 
the  ability  to  generate  the  plots  as 
GNUPlot  format  files,  or  to  export  the 
data as CSV files that are intended to be 
imported  by  other  programs  such  as 
Matlab or Mathematica.  In addition, SSJ can export charts to PGF/TikZ for use 
in LaTeX documents.[xxiv]  If the simulation is run using the Jython interactive 
prompt, these charts can also be viewed using Java Swing accessed through 
the Jython prompt.
As an example, the following can be added to Newsvendor.py in __main__() 
to  produce  a  histogram  of  the  daily  profit.   (Note  that 
charts.HistogramChart and  java.io  [xxv] were  imported  as  part  of 
Newsvendor.py.)
     lastHistogram = HistogramChart("Newsvendor " +str(supply),
                                       "profit",
                                       "occurances",
                                       [day.statProfit])
     latexoutput = lastHistogram.toLatex(8,6)
     file = java.io.File("lastHistogram.tex")
     fw = java.io.FileWriter(file)
     fw.write(latexoutput)
     fw.close()
     lastHistogram.view(12, 8)
Illustration 2: Histogram for Newsvendor.py 
profit where daily order is 50
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This creates a plot, then creates a LaTeX file with the histogram. The LaTeX 
file can be processed using LaTeX and graphics tools to create charts that can 
be  embedded  into  reports.   This  chart  (Illustration  2)  was  created  using 
pdfTeX, then a PNG file was made using GIMP and pasted into this document. 
Other graphics programs can be used to achieve the same effect.
The lastHistogram.view(12, 8) function creates a Jframe using the same 
histogram using Java Swing.  While it is not aesthetically appealing, it can be 
used to  explore the output  visually  without  too much effort.   In  the case 
where a simulation is run through the Jython interactive prompt, charts and 
histograms can be created in an ad hoc fashion on any statistical collector or 
report by an analyst exploring the data while determining the next steps in an 
analysis.
Input analysis
Input analysis can be performed using the goodness-of-fit functions in the gof 
package.  This would be done to choose a probability distribution to model an 
entity where observational data exists, e.g. failure times of a manufactured 
product.   The  gof package  uses  the  CERN Colt  library  to  calculate  these 
statistics.[xxvi]  Within the gof package, the GofStat class contains functions 
needed to take a set of values and compares them to a given distribution. 
The  goodness-of-fit  statistics  available  in  GofStat include  the  chi-square, 
Cramér-von-Mises,  Watson,  Anderson-Darling  and  Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
statistics.   Documentation  on  each  statistic  as  well  as  utility  classes  for 
transforming data for use by the test and functions for processing test results 
are in the gof user's guide.
The general procedure is the following:
1. Examine a histogram of the data.
2. Determine a candidate distribution to fit the data.
3. Sort  data  in  ascending  order,  then  transform  to  a  Uniform(0,1) 
distribution if required using GofStat.unifTransform().
4. Apply test from GofStat.
5. Use GofFormat to compute significance level and display results.
The following example uses chip failure data from Banks et. al.[xxvii] 
Chipdistribution.py
# From Example 9.3, Banks et. al. Chip data
import sys, os, math
sys.path.append("/pathto/ssj/lib/ssj.jar")
sys.path.append("/pathto/ssj/lib/colt.jar")
sys.path.append("/pathto/ssj/lib/jcommon-1.0.13.jar")
sys.path.append("/pathto/ssj/lib/jfreechart-1.0.10.jar")
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from cern.colt.list import DoubleArrayList
from umontreal.iro.lecuyer.gof import GofStat, GofFormat
from umontreal.iro.lecuyer.probdist import ExponentialDist
from umontreal.iro.lecuyer.charts import HistogramChart
failuretime = [79.919, 3.081, 0.062, 1.961, 5.845,
              3.027, 6.505, 0.021, 0.013, 0.123,
              6.769, 59.899, 1.192, 34.760, 5.009,
              18.387, 0.141, 43.565, 24.420, 0.433,
              144.695, 2.663, 17.967, 0.091, 9.003,
              0.941, 0.878, 3.371, 2.157, 7.579,
              0.624, 5.380, 3.148, 7.078, 23.960,
              0.590, 1.928, 0.300, 0.002, 0.543,
              7.004, 31.764, 1.005, 1.147, 0.219,
              3.217, 14.382, 1.008, 2.336, 4.562]
failureList = DoubleArrayList(failuretime)
chipHistogram = HistogramChart("Chip ",
                              "Failuretime",
                              "Occurances",
                              [failureList])
latexoutput = chipHistogram.toLatex(8, 6)
file = java.io.File("lastHistogram.tex")
fw = java.io.FileWriter(file)
fw.write(latexoutput)
fw.close()
chipHistogram.view(12, 8)
MTTF = sum(failuretime) / len(failuretime)
print "Failures: ", len(failuretime), " Average: ", MTTF
failuretime.sort()
failTransform = GofStat.unifTransform(failureList,
                                     ExponentialDist(1.0 / MTTF))
chiFail = GofStat.chi2Equal(failTransform)
print GofFormat.formatChi2(7, 5, chiFail)
In  addition  to  packages  used  before, 
the  gof package,  which  contains 
functions for goodness-of-fit  tests, and 
the  cern.colt.list package,  which 
includes  the  DoubleArrayList data 
structure,  are  added.   The  data  is 
entered as a list  and a copy of  list  is 
transformed  into  DoubleArrayList 
form.   As  this  is  failure  data,  it  is 
reasonable to guess that it may follow 
an  exponential  distribution  with  the 
parameter  λ = 1/MTTF.   A look at the 
histogram  of  the  failure  times 
(Illustration  3)  gives another sign that 
this is a reasonable choice.
Illustration 3: Chip failure time
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Next, the failure data is transformed for use by the goodness-of-fit tests.  The 
failure data is sorted, then the GofStat.unifTransform() method is applied 
using the sample data and the candidate distribution that is  being tested. 
Next  the  actual  test  is  computed.   The  GofStat.chi2Equal() method 
calculates  the  chi-squared  statistics  using  the  results  of 
GofStat.unifTransform().   The  GofFormat.formatChi2() method  then 
takes  the  result  and  computes  the  power  of  the  test.  The  arguments  for 
GofFormat.formatChi2() are  the  number  of  bins  to  use,  the  number  of 
decimal  places  for  the  results,  and  the  transformed  sample  data. 
GofFormat.formatChi2() displays the following result.
Chi2 statistic                        :    23.80
p-value                               :   5.7E-4
In this case, the chi-squared statistic is 23.80 and a p-value of 5.7E-4.  As this 
chi-squared statistics  is  not  greater  than the  chi-squared statistic  with  49 
degrees  of  freedom  (50  samples,  one  parameter)  and  0.01  level  of 
significance; the null hypothesis, that the failure time for chips conforms to an 
exponential distribution with parameter 1/MTTF, is not rejected.  The analyst 
would be justified in using the exponential distribution for use in modeling the 
failure rate of chips.
Conclusion
SSJ  is  released  as  a  set  of  Java  packages  and  licensed  under  the  GPL. 
Because  it  runs  on  the  JVM,  it  can  also  be  used  through  Jython,  taking 
advantage of Jython libraries for tasks such as database access or using the 
simulation output as input to another program.  It  can be used for  either 
standalone simulations, or take as input the results of other programs and 
pass its results as input to other analyses.  These libraries also provide key 
tools  required  by  simulation  analysts  such  as  input  modeling  and  output 
analysis facilities, making them accessible to analysts outside of simulation.
SSJ is under active development, with the developers and others using it as a 
tool for incorporating simulation in analysis,[xxviii] [xxix] and as a testbed for 
research into simulation methods.[xxx]  In addition, the developers are still 
researching methods of improving the process oriented view implementation 
as well as new implementations of the Goodness of Fit (GofStat, GofFormat) 
methods.[xxxi]  As SSJ is an open source project, simulation modellers are 
able to use SSJ and take advantage of it to develop new methodology or to 
use the simulation libraries as part of a larger model. As SSJ is usable through 
Jython,  developers  can  tie  various  tools  and  methods  together  to  take 
advantage of the relative ease of learning and using Jython over Java.
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